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As someone who was looking
to get into publishing, I
always found it hard to
consistently keep up with
what was happening in the
industry. Remembering
to visit separate websites,
news sources, job portals
and keep up with changes
was quite challenging. I also
know it can be difficult to
find information, learn about
trends in the industry, or
about the specifics of roles
that are not editorial.
The Publishing Post
intends to provide all of
this information and more
to anyone wanting to learn
about, or join, the publishing
industry. We want to cover
as much as we can for those,
like us, who want to absorb
as much of the industry as
they can. The Publishing
Post is a free resource that

@publishing_post

is encouraging, honest and
accessible to every single
person who is considering
publishing as a career.
The Publishing Post stands
by the fact that 2021 is
a time for breaking down
barriers and encouraging
diversity in the publishing
industry. Learning about
and being included in
the industry should be
for everyone.
The magazine is created
by publishing hopefuls, for
publishing hopefuls. Each
and every person who works
on the magazine each issue
is dedicated to producing
and educating fellow
hopefuls with content that is
informative and interesting.

@publishing_post

Lastly, I just want to say
a massive thank you to
every single person who
has supported, shared and
shouted about The Publishing
Post since our first issue. On
behalf of the whole team, we
are so incredibly grateful and
could not be more proud of
the success.
Editor in Chief, Chelsea
Graham
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Lessons to be Learnt: Kate Clanchy
to Re-write Memoir after Criticism

Independent Publishers Guild
Announces Award Shortlist

By Freddie Carew

By Charlotte Hall

Kate Clanchy’s critically
acclaimed and 2020 Orwell
Prize-winning memoir, Some
Kids I Taught and What
They Taught Me, will be rewritten following criticism
that it contains problematic
presentations of pupils,
in particular children of
colour and autistic children.
The memoir explores her
experience of teaching in
state schools, and it received
significant praise following
its first publication by
Picador in 2019.
Public outcry became
particularly prominent after
Clanchy tweeted that a
reviewer on Goodreads had
“made up a racist quote and
said it was in my book.” Upon
examination, it transpired
that these passages had not
been made up and were, in
fact, in her memoir. Amidst
rising criticism, initially,
several authors, including
Philip Pullman and Amanda
Craig, produced tweets
defending Clanchy. However,
readers raised further
evidence of problematic
language, in one instance
surrounding the depictions of
children with autism.

In response to this portrayal
of autistic children, 17-yearold author Dara McAnulty,
who is autistic, wrote: “Some
people didn’t believe me
when I shared some of my
education experiences and
how teachers felt about me…
We can understand how you
really feel about us.”
Other notable critics of
Clanchy were authors of
colour, Chimene Suleyman,
Monisha Rajesh, and
Professor Sunny Singh.
Rajesh spoke to the BBC
about how the book was
“riddled with racist and
ableist tropes throughout”
and she was concerned
whether this meant the book
could even be adequately
re-written. Suleyman
tweeted about how she was
particularly troubled by “the
publishing team that didn’t
spot it, the awards that
celebrated it, and the white
authors defending it and
invalidating people of colour
who are upset by it”.
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Authors who had become
involved and defended
Clanchy, notably Philip
Pullman, subsequently
issued apology statements.
Clanchy herself has
issued a statement where
she apologised for her
actions and referred to the
experience as “humbling.”
The publisher of the memoir,
Picador, issued a number
of statements but were
criticised for being slow
to react. In their latest
statement, to prevent
problematic content in
future editions, Picador
have proposed to “consult
an appropriate group of
specialist readers about
the update and hopes to
release a new edition in the
autumn.” More broadly,
Picador and Pan Macmillan
will be reviewing “editorial
processes and considering
how [they] implement more
rigour in [their] assessment
of manuscripts, including
guidance for commissioning
sensitivity reads, and more.”

The Independent Publishers
Guild, a prominent network
for independent publishers
in the UK and Ireland, has
announced shortlists for
their annual awards. Nosy
Crow tweeted that they are
“absolutely THRILLED to
have been shortlisted for
three IPG 2021 Independent
Publishing Awards.” Nosy
Crow, alongside Bloomsbury,
lead the way this year with
three nominations apiece.
Notably, this year, in
the list of thirty-two
nominated publishers and
four individuals, thirteen
nominations are first-time
entrants. This represents
more than a third of
nominees and is indicative
of the resilience, reactivity
and innovation that has been
shown in the industry during
this challenging year.
With that in mind, it is
exciting to see Unbound, the
world’s first crowdfunding
publisher, nominated for
two awards: IPG Specialist
Consumer Publisher of the
Year and the Alison Morrison
Diversity Award.
The winners will be
announced at a lunchtime
event held at the OXO Tower
on Tuesday 21 September.

IPG Chief Executive, Bridget
Shine, has said that “it
will be even more exciting
than usual to celebrate
IPG members’ successes
in person in September,”
following 2020’s event which
took place online. Tickets for
the event are available here.
The full list of awards and
their nominees is shown
below. There is one further
award, the prestigious IPG
Independent Publisher of the
Year, which is decided on
the day and contested by the
winners of the five Publishers
of the Year categories.
Paperback Shop Trade
Publisher of the Year:
Atlantic Books, Bloomsbury
Publishing, Faber & Faber,
Hardie Grant
Clays Children’s Publisher of
the Year: Nosy Crow, Sweet
Cherry Publishing, Usborne
Publishing
PLS Academic and
Professional Publisher of the
Year: Bloomsbury Publishing,
Bristol University Press,
Class Publishing, Edward
Elgar Publishing
Westchester Education
Services Education
Publisher of the Year:
Bloomsbury Publishing,
Brilliant Publications,
Jolly Learning

IPG Specialist Consumer
Publisher of the Year: David
& Charles, How2Become,
Unbound, Vertebrate
Publishing
Nick Robinson Newcomer
Award: Chelsea Green
Publishing UK, Magic Cat
Publishing, Swift Press
Deanta International Award:
Jolly Learning, Nosy Crow,
Sweet Cherry Publishing
IPG Marketing Award: Kogan
Page, Nosy Crow, Pluto Press
Alison Morrison Diversity
Award: Emerald Publishing,
Oneworld, Princeton
University Press, SAGE
Publishing, Unbound
IPG Sustainability Award:
Cambridge University Press,
Hawthorn Press
The Bookseller Young
Independent Publisher
of the Year: Nia Beynon,
Boldwood Books; Shannon
Rademacher, CLass
Professional Publishing;
Michal Watson, Watkins
Publishing
GBS Services to
Independent Publishers
Award: The Book Publicist,
Bookswarm, Edelweiss,
Glassboxx, Inpress,
Suzanne Collier
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Industry Insights: Eleanor
Marie Rose
By L eyla Mehmet, Elizabeth
Guess and A imee Whittle
For this issue, we interviewed
Eleanor Marie Rose to find
out more about her role
as Production Assistant at
Bloomsbury and being a
YouTuber.

Tell us about
your journey into
publishing and your
apprenticeship
I joined publishing in October
2019 through LDN’s first
publishing apprenticeship
scheme. Since qualifying,
Bloomsbury kept me on as
a permanent employee (the
right move, Blooms.) The
apprenticeship entailed
attending monthly workshops
based on different publishing
modules such as sales,
finance, editorial, etc.
Alongside this, we had
a dedicated amount of
time each week to spend
on ‘off-the-job’ training
which allowed us to explore
publishing as a whole. The
qualification was gained
through portfolio work and
an end point assessment.
Watch me waffle about the
apprenticeship here.
Find current LDN
opportunities here.

You have a YouTube
channel with videos
about publishing.
What inspired you to
begin this channel
and have there been
challenges?
We all got bored in
lockdown, myself included.
I was loving learning on the
apprenticeship and didn’t
want that to stop. I spoke
at an online event with New
Writing North and Get Into
Book Publishing, discussing
my role as a Production
Assistant. Afterwards, I was
flooded with questions and
new LinkedIn connection
requests and realised there
was something missing
here. I debated starting
a blog but soon realised
nobody would read it! I sent
my apprenticeship Skills
Coach a message saying
I was considering doing
a YouTube channel about
publishing. But before she
had the chance to reply, my
first video was planned and
recorded.
I get challenges every week!
For example:
Delays: I do weekly
interviews with publishing
professionals. Sometimes
they take a while to approve
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the final video, which means
not being able to post on the
scheduled date. Also – I’m
busy! Sometimes I don’t have
enough time in the day.
Motivation: As this is a side
hustle/hobby, I’m doing it
alone. I regularly feel very
overwhelmed, stressed
and unmotivated. It often
requires a retweet or a
comment for me to realise
it’s worth it as I’m helping
people!
Retention: I am constantly
learning how to keep viewers
engaged. It’s been a lot of
Googling “how to do X on
Adobe Premiere Pro” and
watching others’ videos
to improve. I talk about the
behind-the-scenes of having
a YouTube channel in this
video.

You also run a monthly
newsletter filled with
useful resources for
publishing hopefuls.
Do you have any
advice for readers
considering doing this
themselves?
Yes! I started my monthly
newsletter as a way to
remind people of all the
videos I had posted that
month, in case they hadn’t

had the chance to catch up. I
use Canva for my newsletter.
I never had the intention for
it to be super amazing (like
The Publishing Post). I like
to be as close to my viewers
as possible, so sometimes I
give a life update or ask some
questions. For publishing
hopefuls, I offer resources
for developing skills and
preparing for applications.
My advice – just do it. The
first one doesn’t have to be
perfect. The second one
doesn’t have to be perfect.
I’ve been doing it for 7
months and it’s still not. Who
cares? By starting, you’re
already doing more than you
were yesterday.
(Email eleanormarierose@
gmail.com to be added to the
newsletter list.)

What does a typical
day as a Production
Assistant look like?
My day-to-day
responsibilities involve
working on backlist reprints
where I process P&Ls, POs
and send files to printers. I
also work on POD, NIPPOD
and HPOD titles, deal with
production errors, contact
authors, attend meetings,
liaise with stakeholders and
complete various admin
tasks to support the team
(check out Eleanor’s YouTube
video for explanation of these
terms). My role requires
adhering to company
standards and updating
metadata, as well as being
able to balance working in a
team and managing my own
workload.

Generally, the production
team sees titles through
from manuscript stage to
printing. The roles require
checking text and cover files,
typesetting, pulling financial
reports and processing
invoices. The production
teams make decisions on
budgets and specifications of
a book, to ensure the printed
book is high quality.
Watch my day-in-the-life vlog
about being a Production
Assistant here.

What’s the main piece
of advice you would
give to a publishing
hopeful?
One piece of advice will
never be enough!
BUT… watch my videos!
A shameless self-promo,
but I cover all publishing
departments there. I have
interviews with other
publishing professionals so
you can hear what roles are
on offer. I listen to video
requests, so I do the work to
help you succeed in getting

into publishing! (You can
suggest a video idea here.)
On a serious note, publishing
is hugely competitive. Any
watching, sharing, retweeting
etc. is great so that more
people are exposed to these
video resources.

Are there any
organisations, groups,
or resources that you
would recommend to
publishing hopefuls?
My YouTube channel:
Obviously.
My Twitter: Promoting my
videos, retweeting publishing
job vacancies and sometimes
pics of my dog.
The Publishing Post: duh.
Publishing Profile: behind the
bookshelves of us bookish
people.
BookMachine: connecting
with professionals.
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Anticipated Reads:
Issue 30

By Sarah Ernestine, Genevieve Bernard, Rebecca R amlakhan, Ellie
Gibbs and Meg Jones

Unboundby Tarana
Burke
14 September, Headline
This Autumn, activist
Tarana Burke releases her
memoir, Unbound. Tarana
Burke is the founder of the
“Me Too” movement. This
book followers her personal
journey and the birth of a
movement considered to
be one of the largest social
movements in modern
American history. Tarana
tells her story and how
she carried the blame for
her assault as a child. In
Unbound, Tarana also
details the ways in which she
supported and empowered
a community of young Black
girls and women. Tarana
Burke sets out to tell her
story, whilst encouraging
a supportive and honest
culture for the next
generation of women.

The Wishby Nicholas
Sparks
28 September, Sphere
Nicholas Sparks is back
with The Wish, a heartwrenching novel, filled
with beautiful storytelling,

characters you’ll fall in love
with, passion and optimism
– you’ll find it hard to put
down! Maggie is a renowned
travel photographer splitting
her time between her gallery
in New York and jetting
off to remote locations for
shoots, but she finds herself
grounded at Christmas. Given
a difficult medical diagnosis
that she is struggling to wrap
her head around, Maggie
becomes dependent on her
young assistant. She begins
to confide in him and tell
him the story of another
Christmas two decades
earlier when she fell in love,
a love that would change the
course of her life forever. A
once-in-a-lifetime kind of
love, but one that couldn’t
last. So, when asked the
question; If you had one
wish, what would you
wish for?

Mill Haven, the fragility of
life and its dark tragedies.
Emory has been told who she
is her whole life – the rich
one in town, the stunning
popular Maddie Ward’s
sister at school and the
responsible carer of her
drug addict brother – Joey.
However, when Joey and
Emory are involved in a car
accident that kills Candy
MontClaire, the severity of
Joey’s drug habit becomes
clear. When Joey is finally
released from rehab, and Mill
Haven is still mourning over
the tragic death of Candy,
Emory begins to realise that
people are not always what
they seem. This gripping,
contemporary novel is about
a young girl figuring out the
complexities of the beauties
and pains of life, as well as
simultaneously discovering
her self-hood and identity.

 ou’d be Home by
Y
Kathleen Glasgow

Summer Sons by Lee
Mandelo

28 September, Rock the Boat

28 September, Tor

You’d be Home is a
compelling and thoughtprovoking novel by Kathleen
Glasgow, the author of
Girl in Pieces. The novel
focuses on the small-town

Andrew and Eddie had
always been inseparable
best friends, until the
Summer Eddie moved to
Vanderbilt early. Six months
later, Andrew was set to
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join Eddie in Vanderbilt,
however only days before
he arrives, Andrew learns of
Eddie’s gruesome “suicide.”
Traveling to Vanderbilt,
Andrew uncovers a web of
secrets and deception, a
bloody past and a controlling
family. This Southern
gothic, debut novel lies in
an intersection of fantasy,
horror, mystery and comingof-age stories. Summer Sons
is the perfect Autumn read
to dive into as the weather
cools down.

 easts of Prey by
B
Ayana Gray
28 September, G.P. Putnam’s
Sons Books for Young
Readers
A new addition for fans of
the fantasy genre, this YA
title promises to dazzle
with Pan-African inspired
mythology. It is the first of a
series, so readers can rest
assured that there is a long
journey ahead of these two
teens. B easts of Prey follows
sixteen-year-old Koffi,
who has the extraordinary
task of caring for mythical
creatures of the notorious
Night Zoo, attempting to
pay off her family’s debts.
It’s not only Koffi’s job that
is extraordinary however,
but a power that she holds
within herself. This power
leads Koffi to save the life
of Ekon, who is on a path
to become an elite warrior,
after an encounter with a
vicious monster. The monster
in question – a Shetani – is
bound to bring them together
time and time again. Ekon

is determined to hunt it
down for redemption. Koffi,
however, believes she could
sell it to aid her family’s
debts. The two teens have
no choice but to enter the
Greater Jungle and work
together, despite their
differences and the secrets
they are keeping from one
another.

 nce Upon a Broken
O
Heart by Stephanie
Garber
30 September, Hodder &
Stoughton
Stephanie Garber, the
bestselling author of C araval,
is back with an enchanting
new series that follows a
young woman desperate
enough to make a bargain
with an immortal, regardless
of the consequences.
Evangeline has always longed
for a fairy-tale ending, but
her hopes are dashed by
unrequited love. To prevent
the one she loves from
marrying someone else,
Evangeline strikes a deal with
the notoriously wicked Prince
of Hearts, an immortal from
the stories of legend she
grew up with. He agrees to
stop the wedding, but he
wants more from her than his
initial price of three kisses.
Trapped, Evangeline must
decide what she is willing to
risk for her chance at happily
ever after.
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An Introduction to the Team
and our Favourite Audiobooks
By Cameron Phillips and Emily D e Vogele

bracket, I cannot help the
circumstances with which
I find myself in, the anxiety
which the M
 editations
audiobook soothes and puts
to ease.

Emily’s Favourite:
Here in the audiobook team
we’re passionate about
audiobooks and all they
entail, but before we get
stuck into the new releases
and trends, we wanted to
introduce ourselves.
I’m Cameron Phillips, one
half of the team and a
History graduate with an
aspiration to be a writer and
editor. I fell back in love with
books after I graduated from
university, particularly with
fiction. Having spent four
years reading for academic
purposes, I am revelling in
being able to explore the
genres I once immersed
myself in as a child.
I’m Emily De Vogele, the
other half of this team. I
graduated a few months ago
with a degree in Language
and Linguistics with hopes
of becoming an editor.
University helped me to
rediscover my love for
literature, as did college.
Historical fiction is my
favourite genre – by a mile!
Reading for pleasure is one
of my favourite pastimes and
audiobooks allowed me to
adapt my reading habits to
my lifestyle, something I am
ever grateful for.

Cameron’s Favourite:
Any form of fiction is
my preferred genre, but
particularly those in the
fantasy and science fiction
spheres. The escapism
they allow for is unmatched
by any other genre in my
eyes, but most importantly,
I think they are the genres
that allow for the flexible
exploration of important and
contemporary topics without
the monotony of everyday
life. Whether it be science,
religion, philosophy, sexuality
or ethics, SFF can present
debates in these areas in
interesting and alternate
ways. For example, I would
much rather read and debate
the feminist qualities and
shortcomings through the
lens of Tolkien’s work than
read the ground-breaking
work of Judith Butler.
However, I will divert from
that line of thought at the
moment, as my favourite
audiobook is one that is
definitely governed by our
circumstances. Marcus
Aurelius’ M editationsis one
of my favourite works, one
that I’ve read many times.
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Never intended for public
release, it is a truly
remarkable read from a man
who was the master of the
known world, yet grappled
with his own traversal of
life and its pitfalls. The
reason I love listening to the
audiobook, however, is that
it really feels like Marcus is
reading his own thoughts
aloud to himself as he is
writing them down. We will
never know what Marcus
Aurelius sounded like, but
the audiobook form gives
me a fairly good platform to
extrapolate from. Given the
times we have lived through,
the words and guidance
of Meditations has helped
me navigate lockdown both
mentally and physically.
Whilst this book certainly
comes under the ‘classics’

There’s something
fascinating about the past,
learning how people lived
decades, centuries, millennia
before us. History has always
been a passion of mine, one
I’ve been able to explore in
literature in recent years.
While it’s hard to pick a
specific favourite audiobook,
The Song of Achilles by
Madeline Miller springs to
mind. There aren’t enough
positive words in the English
language to express my
love for this novel. Between
the breath-taking prose,
vivid characters and heartbreaking romance, Miller has
a talent for telling ancient
stories like no one else. The
audiobook’s narrator, Frazer
Douglas, does such a brilliant
job of making the story
and words his own. From
the first chapter there is a
clear cadence in his voice,
a mission to tell this story
in a way that encapsulates
you. I cannot tell you
the amount of times I’ve
listened to this audiobook
and forgotten where I was
and what I was doing,
allowing myself to escape
to Ancient Greece, amid the
bloody battles and tender
moments between Achilles
and Patroclus. In recent

months, I have seen a trend
of overlapping the audiobook
with classical music, creating
an entirely new piece of art
to appreciate and fall into.
There are so many ways
to enjoy this audiobook, it
lends itself to the quieter
evenings with the romance,
or the heavier days where
you need to leave the modern
world behind and live in
another time all together.
Discourse surrounding this
book is still very much alive,
almost a decade after its
publication. The peace I feel
listening to this audiobook
is indescribable, it is the
pinnacle of audiobook
narration.

We hope you enjoyed
our little introduction
and we can’t wait to
share more of our
favourite audiobooks
with you in the future!
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Highlights in the Chart
The Thursday Murder
Club by Richard
Osman
Review by L auren Fardoe
Thursday Murder Club
explores life, death and a
revival for elder individuals
deemed past their prime.
Richard Osman’s debut novel
does not fail to disappoint:
an engaging and witty
narrative centring around
the adventures of four
elderly residents of a
retirement village. This is
a classic murder mystery
‘whodunnit’ with a
refreshing, comedic twist!
Elizabeth, Joyce, Ibrahim
and Ron form the Thursday
Murder Club to investigate
historic, closed crimes, using

their combined knowledge
from their individual earlier
careers – ex-police, previous
nurse, psychiatrist and
left-wing trade unionist
respectively. When murder
occurs on their doorstop,
they have the opportunity to
put their skills to use. As the
main murder case unravels,
the local police band
together with the Thursday
Murder Club to uncover
the truth.
The presence of younger
characters in the novel and
the subtle romantic subplots
make a great addition
to the older characters,
contributing to the book’s
buoyant ambiance.
Osman’s use of a splitnarrative technique refreshes
the novel and highlights the
complexity of its various
sub-plots. A first-person
diary narrative from eightyyear-old Joyce gives a fresh
perspective on the different
residents of the retirement
village. The third-person
narratives of the other
characters reveal their
intentions and present new
evidence; property developer
Ian Ventham is presented as
slimy and mistrustful from
others’ view, yet from his
own view appears perfectly
reasonable.
A light-hearted, funny novel,
I enjoyed the eccentric
aspects of the book,
however, at times, the sub-
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with Friends and Acts of
Desperation is the darkly
humorous edge to Nolan’s
writing. The protagonist
is self-deprecating and
relatable as she reveals
her deepest secrets to the
reader.

plots revealed a darker
underlying nature, such
as a fifty-year-old murder
stemming from engrained
misogynistic values and the
perils of drug money crimes.

Nolan’s debut novel is a
compelling exploration of
love and toxic relationships
and I will be eagerly awaiting
the screen adaption.

Acts of Desperation
by M egan Nolan
Review by Robyn Hewson
Acts of Desperation is a love
story, but not the typical
kind. It’s a depiction of love
at its very worst: obsessive,
painful and desperate. Hailed
as a Stylist Book of 2021 and
already optioned for a screen
adaption, Megan Nolan’s
exceptional debut has
quickly risen to bestseller
status.
Set in Dublin and with an
Irish female protagonist,
the novel has inevitably
been compared to Sally
Rooney, and in particular
Normal People. However,
with its exploration of selfharm, adultery and toxic
relationships, I found the
novel was more similar
to Rooney’s earlier work
Conversations with Friends.
The story is centred around
an unnamed protagonist and
her relationship with an IrishDanish poet named Ciaran.
It’s clear straight away that
there’s an uneven power
dynamic in their relationship,
with the protagonist

They Both Die at the
End by Adam Silvera
Review by A rabella Petts

admitting she “worships”
Ciaran while he mainly acts
indifferent towards her.
The descriptions of Ciaran’s
cruel and, at times abusive,
behaviour towards the
protagonist are often
uncomfortable to read,
but Nolan’s portrayal of
obsession and devotion is
unflinchingly honest and raw.
Acts of Desperation also
explores female sexual desire
and the way it is policed and
exploited. At one point, the
protagonist lies about how
many sexual partners she
has had to appease Ciaran
and in another scene, he
becomes enraged when they
bump into someone she once
slept with.
Despite exploring similar
themes, one key difference
between Conversations

“No matter how we choose to
live, we both die at the end.”
Imagine you are told you only
have twenty-four hours to
live. What would you do with
your time left on earth?

With a passionate queer love
story and a heart-breaking
narrative, it’s no surprise that
this has become one of the
most loved stories amongst
young people today, from
going viral on platforms like
TikTok and Instagram, to
becoming an international
bestselling novel.
They Both Die at the End
is a moving book with an
important message that
despite our problems, we can
find love, friendship and have
a fulfilling life, no matter how
long it may be. The story
gives us a new outlook on
what it means to live and
what it means to die, and will
give many young people the
motivation to take their lives
into their own hands and live
with no regrets.

They Both Die at the End is
a coming-of-age novel about
living life to the fullest. In the
early hours of the morning,
Mateo and Rufus receive
phone calls from DeathCast with some bad news
– they’re going to die today.
Faced with a terrifying day
ahead, they both turn to Last
Friend, an app specifically
made for those wanting to
make a new friend on their
End Day. Although they
are total strangers, the two
teenagers decide to meet
up for one incredible last
adventure – to live a lifetime
in a single day.
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Writing the World:
Middle East

 he Wild Fox of Yemen
T
by Threa Almontaser

By Shaniah Shields , Jia Wen Ho, Christina Moore and L eanne
Francis

In the fourth instalment of
our Writing the Worldseries,
we are highlighting literature
across the Middle East. From
folktales in Lebanon, to
poetry in Yemen, this issue
features the work of some
of the Middle East’s most
prominent and upcoming
writers, unearthing vibrant
stories that are slowly making
their way overseas.

Than Hearts: Poemsis a
compelling poetry collection
which provides a lens
through which to see life
in the Middle East. The
writing is a powerful and
passionate exploration of
love and loss, which mixes
Arabic with English.

Lebanon

Pearls on a Branch:
Oral Talesby Najla
Jraissaty Khoury

This captivating tale set
against the modernday backdrop of Beirut,
showcases humanity that
is trapped in the shadow of
war. This powerful story is
amalgamated in the carefully
chosen title, as questions
of home and belonging are
deeply explored throughout
love, loss and hope.

 earls on a Branch: Oral
P
Tales is a collection of thirty
traditional Lebanese and
Syrian folktales. The tales
are culturally intriguing and
atmospheric. The collection
gives a strong sense of the
women who passed down
these culturally rich stories
through generations and
acknowledges the unique
voices of women, both past
and present.

 ouder Than Hearts:
L
Poems by Zeina
Hashem Beck
Winner of the 2016 May
Sarton New Hampshire
Poetry Prize, L ouder

A n

Unsafe Havenby
Nada Awar Jarrar

Turkey
I stanbul: Memories
and the City (İstanbul:
Hatıralar ve Şehir)by
Orhan Pamuk
This is a largely
autobiographical novel by
Pamuk, detailing a childhood
filled with eccentric family
members and the changing
landscape of Turkey. The
2006 Nobel Peace Prize
winner writes of Istanbul’s
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historical monuments, shops
and markets, and Istanbul’s
history with The Bosporus.

 leeping in the Forest:
S
Stories and Poemsby
Sait Faik Abasiyanik
Translated into English by
several of Turkey’s most
well-known translators, this
collection features twentytwo short stories, fifteen
poems and a novella. These
stories capture the essence
of Istanbul, the disillusioned
and disenfranchised and
characters including
Arminian fishermen and
Orthodox Greek priests.

Human Landscapes
from My Country  by
Nazim Hikmet
Written whilst he was in
prison and published in 2002
after his death, this epic
poem shows portraits, that
vary in length, of ordinary
Turkish people. We are taken
from battlefields to hospitals
to prisons, and everywhere in
between. Although, everyday
life remains at the centre,
noted as being a challenging
read, the picture it paints is
worth it.

Threa Almontaser’s 2021
debut poetry collection,
published by Graywolf
Press, is ‘a love letter to
the country and people of
Yemen.’ A recipient of the
Walt Whitman Award, this
collection is both bold and
tender, paying homage to
Almontaser’s upbringing as
a Muslim Yemeni-American
woman. The Wild Fox of
Yemen speaks to ideas of
home, identity and survival.

I Am Not From Hereby
Amerah Saleh
Published by Verve Poetry
Press in 2018, Amerah
Saleh’s collection focuses
on issues of womanhood,
religion and belonging,
tackling the complexities
of being ‘Birmingham born
but of Yemeni descent and
culture.’ I Am Not From Here
is a collection woven with
wisdom and emotion, finding
strength and solace within a
fractured identity.

 Letter to my Mother
A
by Amina Atiq

spoken word poem, A Letter
to my Mother, can be found
here.

works (from children’s books
to TV scripts) in Arabic and
English.

United Arab Emirates

 he Wink of Mona
T
Lisa and other stories
from the Gulf by
Mohammad Al Murr

 hat Other Girlby
T
Maha Gargash
 hat Other Girl centres
T
around three individuals: a
wealthy businessman, Majed,
who achieved his position
by killing his older brother;
a rebellious daughter, Dalal,
pursuing a music career;
and an exiled niece, Mariam,
using education as a key to
escape. As these women
challenge social norms and
Majed tries to control them,
disastrous consequences are
bound to follow.

Mohammad Al Murr has
written fifteen volumes of
short stories and in this
English translation there
are two volumes. With
twenty-four fascinating short
stories, it features varied
and interesting characters,
revealing different facets of
life in the Gulf countries.

 y Own Special Way
M
by Maitha Al-Khayat,
illustrated by Maya
Fidawi
The book follows Hamda who
wants to wear a hijab like her
four sisters and it is up to her
to figure out what wearing
a hijab is like. As one of the
pioneering children’s authors
in the Emirates, Maitha AlKhayat has written over 170

Amina Atiq is a Yemeniscouse poet and activist.
Described as ‘one of the
most essential voices in
Liverpool’, Atiq’s work
extends beyond the page,
taking the form of spoken
word and documentaries.
Her writing is due to be
published in Sutton Manor,
Speaking Volumes and
Cordite Poetry Review. Her

Yemen
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Books We Want to See
Translated into English

By O isin Harris , K ate Williams and Toby Smollett

In our previous
issue, we looked
at three recently
translated novels
that had caught
our eye. However,
for every book that
receives an English
translation, there are
many more which
sadly do not. We have
therefore entered the
worlds of Welsh and
French literature to
highlight three novels
that we feel merit
being translated
into English, in the
hope that one day
they will receive
the translation they
deserve.
 a Porte Du Voyage
L
Sans Retour(or The
Door of the Journey of
No Return), Written in
French by David Diop
and published by Seuil
in August 2021
This past March, Diop’s first
novel to be translated into
English, At Night All Blood
Is Black , was published
by Pushkin Press. This
visceral novel dissected the
savagery of WWI and how

it ravaged the hearts and
minds of the Senegalese
soldiers that colonial France
used as cannon fodder. Its
honesty and brutal lyricism
saw the novel win the 2021
International Booker Prize.

L a porte du voyage sans
retour is the sinister

nickname of the Gorée
isle, from which millions of
Africans were taken during
the slave trade. It’s in this
place in 1750 that a young
French man arrives, having
come to Senegal to study
its botany. This young,
idealistic botanist dreams
of establishing a sort of
Humboldtian universal
encyclopaedia of life in
the Age of Enlightenment.
However, he gets wind
of the story of a young
African woman destined
for the slave market, who
apparently has managed to
evade her captors, having
sought refuge deep within
the Senegalese interior.
Their voyages and fates
kilter toward one another
as he obstinately tries to
track down this lost woman,
who has left behind her
whispers of legend. Inspired
by the real historical figure
of French naturalist Michel
Adanson, (1727-1806), Diop
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has written a great novel that
powerfully evokes a kingdom
where speech is king and
where these two souls fall
in love and lose each other,
where a rich heritage travels
from father to daughter and
where secret notebooks
illuminate this transgressively
beautiful journey.

S afana, Written in
Welsh by Jerry Hunter
and published by Y
Lolfa in June 2021
S afana is a historical novel

written by the WelshAmerican author, Jerry
Hunter. Born in Ohio,
Hunter is now a professor of
Welsh and Celtic Studies at
Bangor University and his
novels often reflect these
two aspects of his identity.
One of his previous novels,
Y Fro Dywyll, has already
been translated into English
as D ark Territory. S afana is
another novel that draws
connections between both
sides of the Atlantic and I
believe it also deserves to be
translated into English.
The book is set in late 18 th
century Georgia and is based
on real historical events and
people from that period,
such as George Whitefield,

an evangelical preacher from
Gloucester and defender
of slavery. He justified his
involvement in the slave
trade by arguing that it was
necessary for the economic
development of America
and that being a slaveholder
himself provided him with
enough money to maintain
the orphanage that he set up
in Savannah. This is where
we meet the novel’s main
character, Grasi, an orphan
favored by Whitefield for
her extraordinary magical
abilities: she can speak
multiple languages and
can change her physical
appearance to morph into
any age or gender. We follow
Grasi’s story as she begins
using her skills to work as a
spy for the Savannah Council
when she realises the true
source of Whitefield’s
income, as she aims to fight
back against slave owners
and to ultimately confront
Whitefield himself. S afana
tackles dark and often
ignored aspects of American
history head-on by drawing
on real historical events to
reimagine the past.

 a vie est un roman,
L
written in French by
Guillaume Musso and
published by CalmannLévy in May 2020
Guillaume Musso was
arguably the definitive
French lockdown writer
and his most recent novel,
L a vie est un roman,
follows on from an earlier
work, L a vie secrète des
écrivains , in writing about
writers. Musso has long

been recognised as one of
the most prominent living
French authors and many
of his works have already
been translated into English,
including Afterwards, which
was also adapted into a film
starring John Malkovich
and Evangeline Lilly. Since
publishing his first novel
twenty years ago, Musso has
become the master of the
psychological thriller and his
most recent work is the apex
of his career thus far.
 a vie est un roman focuses
L
on two characters on either
side of the Atlantic: Flora
Conway, a 39-year-old
novelist living in New York
who has recently won the
Franz Kafka award, and
Romain Ozorski, a bestselling
French author based in Paris.
The setting of New York is a
familiar one for any Musso
reader and his intimate
knowledge of the city sets it
up perfectly for a translation
into the English language.
The novel begins with the
disappearance of Conway’s
young daughter, Carrie,
and this traumatic event
eventually causes the worlds
of Conway and Ozorski
to collide. The story that
develops from this is gripping
enough to make this a
worthwhile read; however,
the questions that Musso
asks about the nature of
authorship and fiction merit a
deeper reading too. This is an
author’s self-portrait, filled to
the brim with references to
and quotes from his favourite
authors – Musso’s ideas
have never been more fully
realised.
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World Kid Lit Month:

The Place of Translation in
Children’s Books and Our
Top Picks
By Michaela O’Callaghan, Joanne Boustead and A imee Haldron

World Kid Lit month was first
launched in 2016 by global
literature experts Marcia
Lynx Qualey, Lawrence
Schimel and Alexandra
Büchler to help promote
and celebrate literature,
whether that be fiction, nonfiction or poetry, that has
been translated from other
languages into English. It is
a project, run by volunteers,
aiming to make it easier for
children and young adults
to discover translated
literature. The significance
of World Kid Lit month
falling in September is that
it coincides with National
Translation Month in the
US as well as the European
Day of Languages and
International Translation Day
which both fall towards the
end of September.
In 2021, #WorldKidLitMonth
has provided a lot of
materials for families,
educators, librarians and
booksellers to encourage
them to get involved,

including downloadable
reading lists for all ages,
ideas on how to celebrate
within schools and resources
for booksellers to source
children’s books from around
the world. There are also
a number of panel events
available to watch on their
YouTube channel discussing
topics such as African kid
lit, Central European kid
lit and the importance of
sharing translated children’s
literature.

Why are Translated
Texts in Children’s
Literature important?
We are great fans of
children’s books that have
been translated from other
languages. When we look
back at all the books we
have read from childhood to
adulthood, there are many
that we wouldn’t have been
able to enjoy and read deep
into the night if it was not for
the work of translators.
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Take Hans Christian
Andersen’s fairy tales or the
Brothers Grimm. If it were not
for the translations of these
texts, we wouldn’t have all
the beautiful and subversive
fairy tale adaptations that we
have today. A firm favourite
throughout our youth was
Cornelia Funke’s Mirrorworld
series, in itself a series
translated from German,
that references fairy tales.
Our favourite translated
works from our childhood
also include the Moomins
series by Tove Jansson,
originally published in
Swedish in Finland and Pippi
Longstocking.
Another favourite from our
childhood is The Adventures
of Tintin which originated as
a series of comics written by
Belgian cartoonist Georges
Remi and was translated
from French to English in
1951 by Leslie LonsdaleCooper and Michael Turner.
The series has gone on to
become one of the most
popular European comics
of the 20 th century with it
being published in more
than seventy languages
and reaching sales of more
than 200 million copies.
It has also famously been
adapted for multiple films,
radio, television and theatre
productions.
When Tintin was translated,
as with most books, it was
Anglicised in order to appeal
to a British audience. For
example, the original name
of Tintin’s dog, “Milou,” was
changed to “Snowy” as well

as Captain Haddock’s home
being renamed “Marlinspike
Hall”. All these changes were
made to sculpt a work whose
jokes would be meritorious
in their own right. Whereas,
when it was translated
into American English, the
translation omitted certain
content considered to be
inappropriate for children
such as drunkenness and
free mixing of races. This
shows how translations
can be altered to adapt to
particular markets.

Lorena Alvarez which is filled
with beautiful illustrations.
The first is a lovely tale
about creativity, the second,
Hicotea: A Nightlights Story
is about our relationship with
nature and animals.
Finally, children’s books
in translation provide a
space to start conversations
about different cultures and
experiences. They are a great
way for young readers to find
out more about how other
people live their lives and

sharing stories, characters
and experiences through the
written language.

Book Recommendations
for World Kid Lit Month
With World Kid Lit Month
coming up in September, we
have explored some of our
top picks of translations to
help you experiment with
and enjoy some of the best
new releases of children’s
and young adult literature in
translation.

Here are a few reasons why
we think that translated
children’s books are an
important component in the
world of children’s literature.
Firstly, it ensures that young
readers have the chance
to read brilliant texts from
around the world. Translating
books means that brilliant
stories such as the highly
renowned The Little Prince
can reach children that
would not have been able to
read them in their traditional
language.
Alongside this, it encourages
a greater variety in the type
of texts children are able to
enjoy. Genres such as comic
and graphic novels arguably
aren’t as well established in
the UK as they are in other
cultures. Without translation,
children wouldn’t be able to
read a different genre that
might appeal to them more
than a standard chapter
book. Take NoBrow Press’
Nightlights series from

also provides children with
the chance to find texts that
they can see themselves in.
What better time than now to
encourage young children to
interact with other cultures
and create a publishing
environment where shared
stories throughout the world
are valued.
As such, we are firm
believers in the power of
words to cross borders and
indeed the importance of

The False Rose by Jakob
Wegelius
After the success of The
Murderers Ape, The False
Rose had big boots to fill.
But, Jakob Wegelius has
done it again with a brilliant
adventure story following
the lovable protagonist, Sally
Jones, an ape with a friendly
heart and warm spirit. In this
story, Sally is drawn into the
Glaswegian underworld and a
search for the rightful owner
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of a beautiful necklace. The
False Rose will be published
by Pushkin Press in October
and has been translated from
Swedish by Peter Graves.

translated – The Rot is set
to be published in October
this year, with the third and
final book, The Might set for
publication in March 2022.

Odin’s Child by
Siri Pettersen

Pop-Up Earth by Anne
Jankeliowitch

The first book of Siri
Pettersen’s The Raven
Rings epic young adult
fantasy trilogy, Odin’s Child
has been praised for its
immersive worldbuilding and
unforgettable characters.
Translated by Siân Mackie

With intricate illustrations
by Annabelle Buxton
and translation by Jill
Phythian, Pop-Up Earth is
an interactive book perfect
for children who want to
learn about our planet.
With pop-ups ranging from

and Paul Russell Garrett, it is
brimming with decades-old
secrets, forbidden romance
and is heavily rooted in Norse
mythology. Odin’s Child is
a unique fantasy novel you
will love from beginning to
end. Originally published in
Norway in 2013, this debut
has gone on to become a
commercial success and
has since been translated
into thirteen languages. The
two remaining books are
also in the process of being

how the earth was born, to
biodiversity and waterfalls,
everything your child wants
to know about the earth can
be found in this gorgeous
hardback. Also by Anne
Jankeliowitch (who happens
to be an environmental
engineer), is Pop-Up Moon.
Published to mark the fiftieth
anniversary of man’s first
steps on the moon, this book
is filled with fascinating facts
about eclipses, the phases
of the moon and plenty
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more. After reading these,
your child will be rushing to
share facts about our planet
and space with you! We also
recommend Pop-Up Volcano,
just in case the kids want to
devour more facts!

Dulcinea in the Forbidden
Forest by Ole Könnecke
Published by Gecko Press,
Dulcinea in the Forbidden
Forest is written and
illustrated by Ole Könnecke
and translated by Shelley
Tanaka. It is a translation

from a German fairy tale
but it is no traditional fairy
tale. It features a classic
father-daughter duo and a
forbidden forest. However,
it pokes fun at many tropes,
namely that of the passive
female main character.
In this German fairy tale,
Dulcinea’s father ventures
into the enchanted forest,
but, after being turned into a
tree, Dulcinea has to use her
initiative and demonstrate
her brave spirit to save her

father from the evil witch.
Alongside this storyline,
the book is packed with fun
illustrations. The style is
minimal with a limited palette
of orangey brown and black,
but the charming expressions
and over the top outlines
bring the story to life.

Me and the Robbersons
by Siri Kolu
Written by Siri Kolu and
translated from Finnish by
Ruth Urbom, this is a fun,
sweet-heavy adventure
story about Maisie and her
experience being kidnapped
by the Robbersons. The
Robbersons aren’t an
ordinary family – they are a
family of bandits who love
stealing sweets and live a life
of freedom, away from school
and chores! This is certainly
a silly one, featuring some
amazingly brilliant characters
from the crazy parents to
the Robberson youngsters –
one in particular who enjoys
repurposing Barbie dolls.
If you have a sweet tooth,
this is a perfect book as it is
jam-packed with sweets! This
is the first in a series from
Little Tiger Press so we can’t
wait to see how this story
continues.

through translated children’s
literature. This picture
book is inspired by lucha
libre (Mexican professional
wrestling) and follows a
famous masked wrestler who
is a force to be reckoned with
in the ring but who struggles
to make friends due to his
shyness outside the ring. This
lovely tale features a sweet
romance all about being brave
and expressing your feelings.
This picture book is published
by Tate Publishing.
This September, you can join
in with the #WorldKidLitMonth
hyper over on social
media using hashtags
like #ReadtheWorld and
#DiverseBooks. We hope you
enjoy exploring some brilliant
titles out there! You can find
out more about World Kid Lit
Month and explore the events
available here.

Mr Tiger by David Cali
This picture book is written
by Davide Cali, illustrated
by Miguel Tanco and
translated from Spanish
by Gilberte Bourget. This
is a brilliant example of
how young readers can
learn about another culture
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Head and Tail Bands

A Beginner’s Guide to
Book Design
By Giulia Caparrelli, Maisie Jane Garvin and Juliette Tulloch

People say you shouldn’t
judge a book by its cover,
but if you work in book
production and design,
judging a book cover is going
to be the main part of your
job. In today’s oversaturated
book market and media
landscape, products need
to catch attention. A cover
can make or break a book.
Finishing techniques are
tools used to make a book
stand out and convey the
story’s message through
exciting visuals.

Sprayed and Printed
Edges
Probably one of the most
celebrated book finishes
among reading communities,
sprayed edges can turn a
book into something more
than just a stack of plain
white paper. Literally, this
technique involves painting
the top, bottom and fore
edge of the book’s pages with
ink. These can be painted
with a single colour or printed
to show a more complex
texture and stencilled design.
Special limited editions from
retailers such as Waterstones
and Goldsboro Books often
feature sprayed or printed
edges. Beautiful examples
of this finish are Sistersong
by Lucy Holland, Freckles by
Cecilia Ahern and S
 till Life by
Sarah Winman.

Spot UV
Spot UV is a process where
varnish is hardened using
an ultraviolet light. The
varnish is applied on top of
the printed surface which
creates a high-gloss shine.
Usually, a spot UV is placed
on top of an image, for a
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book cover it is most likely
to be a logo or title to make
it stand out against a matte
or uncoated background.
Creative use of spot UV can
be found on the covers of
Lisa Taddeo’s A nimal and
Phoebe Wynne’s Madam.

Foiling
Foiling is a process where an
impression is created on a
book cover using either a die
or lettering. This technique
is stereotypically used on
more prestigious literature,
has become more common
within publishing houses
today. Foiling is achieved by
adhering foil onto a surface
with heat, which creates
an indent on the cover. The
foil is not just your basic
gold and silver, today it
can include pigmented and
holographic foils too. Most
commonly, foiling is used
to decorate the spine of
hardcover books, but an
example of a more artistic
usage of this technique can
be seen on the paperback
cover of T
 he Vegetarian by
Han Kang.

Found on hardback books,
these bands are a decorative
finish used to cover up where
the pages have been glued
down or sewn in. Not all
hardbacks include them, but
they offer a simple way of
making a book look and feel
more luxurious to a reader.

Embossed or debossed
covers can be decorated with
ink and foil or can be left as
they are for a subtle ‘blind’
effect. The hardback version
of Susanna Clarke’s P
 iranesi
is a perfect example of
embossing embellished with
a copper-like foil.

Jacket

Endpapers

A dust jacket is a detachable
outer cover of a book with
folded flaps. The purpose of
the jacket is to protect the
book from dirt and damage,
since the flaps wrap around
both the front and back
of the book’s cover. In the
1880s, dust jackets were
to preserve cloth-covered
hardback books, but today
they are a great opportunity
for publishers to enhance the
presentation of their book.
A dust jacket is the perfect
way to add extra information
about the author, reviews of
the book or an extended plot
summary.

Endpapers offer the design
team another chance to get
creative. Endpapers can be
plain ends, pre-dyed ends
or printed ends. Some even
include a unique space for an
author to sign their special
edition book. Endpapers may
act as a continuation of the
cover design, as in Naoise
Dolan’s E
 xciting Times, or
depict a recurring pattern
related to the story, such
as in Richard Osman’s T
 he
Thursday Murder Club.

Embossing and
Debossing
This technique adds a tactile
quality to a book cover by
either raising up or pressing
down certain elements on
the page, such as the book
title, the author’s name or
even parts of the design.
Where embossing is done
by pushing a metal die into
the paper from underneath,
debossing is achieved by
pressing the metal die
into the front of the paper.

Gloss vs Matt
Lamination
There are four main types
of cover finishes, the
most popular being matt
lamination. Soft touch
lamination, also known as
super matt lamination, ives
covers a rubbery texture,
while enhancing the colours
– however it’s more likely
to be marked by fingers. A
gloss finish can also intensify
certain colours, whilst
uncoated covers and jackets
use only a sealing coat to
create a rougher texture.
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Our Favourite Classic
Heroines

By Megan Powell and Hannah Spruce

Through the process
of reading, many of
us are left with a
longing. A longing for
a setting, a time or a
place. But maybe the
most impressionable
longing is found
within the characters.
The classics team have
previously explored the
tragic hero characters found
in classic literature. Those
popular figures emerge often,
and now it is time to explore
some of the more remarkable
heroines. In classic literature,
the role of women hasn’t
entirely been reflective of
actual experience, or cast
women in a favourable
light. So, it is important to
admire those characters
amongst them who take a
stand against oppression
and society, revolutionising
the written female character

and becoming more than
ideals. Here are some of our
favourite classic heroines.

Sara Crewe from A

Little Princess by
Frances Hodgson
Burnett
Much like The Secret
Garden, Hodgson’s novel,
A Little Princess, remains
a classic in children’s
literature. Published in
1905, the story follows
our heroine, Sara Crewe,
through her life and journey
from wealth to poverty.
While in a London boarding
school, those around Sara
are envious of her wealth,
yet this is not mirrored in
Sara’s personality. Where
some may be entitled and
selfish through the material
privilege, Sara remains
selfless and creates the
princess image. The heroine
envisions
herself as such
through her
generosity and
desire to help
others – like
a monarch to
their subjects.
But when her
father dies
and takes with
him the family
wealth, Sara is
mistreated and
life becomes
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miserable for the young girl.
Despite her isolation, Sara
remains spirited and loyal
to her friends. To outsiders,
Sara appears to contrast her
poor appearance with her
upper-class manners, and,
while her wealth is restored
from the help of Carrisford,
she remains a favoured
classic heroine through her
spirited depiction, which
overshadows her change in
circumstances.

Nancy Drew from
Nancy Drew Mystery
Stories by Carolyn
Keene
It is unsurprising to feature
the beloved classic character
of Nancy Drew here. She is
instantly recognisable and
has become a household
name. This is credited to

the many talented authors
who wrote under the
pseudonym Carolyn Keene.
Collectively, they wrote a
grand total of fifty-six books
in the Nancy Drewseries,
spanning across the years
1930–1979. However, since
then, the premise of Nancy
Drew has earned numerous
explorations through more
stories, adaptations and
retellings. And it is no
secret why creatives are
so keen to reproduce the
titular character. Nancy
Drew has undoubtedly
developed across the years,
with new takes on the
character through different
authors and materials. But
throughout them all, the
character remains intelligent,
adventurous and unafraid of
a challenge. This character
advocates enforcing what
you believe in by not
being afraid to push the
boundaries. The courage this
character possesses is one
of the main qualities that
makes her an admirable
heroine to readers.

reader to assess questions
of morality and human
behaviour. It is this narrative
choice which makes Therese
such a complicated and
tragic heroine, as, despite
being the titular character,
she is an ordinary woman
who becomes embroiled in
extraordinary circumstances.
Therese is a passionate
character who, by virtue
of her situation, becomes
trapped and neglected
and must use her body to
try to escape. The reader
empathises with Therese
despite her crimes as
she risks her otherwise
comfortable life in the
pursuit of liberation.
Therese is flawed, but it is
her flaws which make her
less pedestalized than other
heroines. She does not
achieve her happy ending,
but instead represents the
unsuccessful plights of many
women desperate to achieve
freedom.

Therese Raquin from
Therese Raquin by
Emile Zola

Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis
is an autobiographical
bande dessinée which
follows her adolescence
and early adulthood against
the backdrop of social and
political unrest. Satrapi is
masterful in her portrayal
of unprecedented changes
through the lens of a child,
as Marji, the protagonist,
struggles to comprehend
the traumatic events she
witnesses. The reader forms
a strong attachment to Marji
as a heroine becase they
follow her experiences from
a young age. Depictions of

A more understated heroine
is Therese Raquin from Emile
Zola’s eponymous novel, who
is a passionate figure trapped
in a loveless and stagnant
marriage. Therese’s isolation
and repression manifests
itself into a torrid love affair
and subsequent murder plot
as she desperately seeks an
escape from her situation.
Zola uses the novel to study
temperaments in a scientific
manner, which causes the

violence are intertwined
with the simplicity and
mundanity of Marji’s family
life to dismantle Western
audiences’ stereotypical
perceptions of Middle
Eastern ideologies. Marji is
forced to grow up quickly due
to her exposure to brutality,
and she consequently
struggles with her Iranian
identity against the extremist
regime. Marji, as the central
figure amongst the chaos,
opposes patriarchal systems
and becomes a symbol of
feminist independence.
Persepolis offers a refreshing
reinvention of the heroine,
as, unlike many literary
heroines of the 1800s, Marji
is an independent and selfreliant figure who navigates
complex environments.

Marji from Persepolis
by Marjane Satrapi
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BAME Internship at SAGE
Publishing: An Interview
By Miya Elkerton and K ayley
Stanbridge
This week, the publishing
hopefuls team got the
chance to speak with Mandy
Gao about her recent yearlong internship with SAGE
Publishing, an educational
resources publisher. With
opportunities within the
industry opening back up
again, we thought it would be
useful to hear from a hopeful
who landed a long-term
internship with a publisher to
learn from her experiences
and motivate ourselves to
apply for the opportunities
that are out there.
Mandy was offered a yearlong internship in the
Books editorial department
as part of the BAME
internship programme and
was promoted after nine
months! She found the
work environment at SAGE
Publishing to vary depending
on the department you
worked in. During the
course of the internship,
Mandy undertook rotational
weeks in the departments of
production, marketing, sales
and IT. She personally found
that departments such as

marketing and production
were much more relaxed
and less ‘corporate’ than
the other departments that
she worked under. Because
of this, Mandy felt that her
extroverted personality was a
better fit for the more relaxed
department, rather than
where her placement began
in editorial.
When asked whether the
role was what Mandy
expected it to be once she
had started the internship,
Mandy admits that she
wasn’t sure what to expect
as she had no idea what a
publishing role consisted of
prior to her application as
she secured this role after
only one publishing-related
application. However, Mandy
felt that the role was not
wildly different from what
she had anticipated in a
workplace. She found her
position to require a lot of
administrative work in regard
to author communications
and manuscript checking
such as communicating
with authors via email to
ensure deadlines were met.
During this work experience,
Mandy also completed tasks
such as reviewing chapters
for commissioning editors,
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conducting research on
subject lists, managing
course popularity for sales
departments and contacting
lecturers for endorsements
and reviews.
From this internship at SAGE
Publishing, Mandy feels that
the key skills she learnt were
communication and time
management. Mandy told us
how the role she undertook
in editorial was all about
communicating with authors,
lecturers and editors.
Therefore, time management
was important because
she was often working on
multiple projects for different
book lists and each had
different deadlines.
We also asked Mandy
whether she felt that there
was a steep learning curve
when you start a role in the
publishing industry for the
first time and personally
Mandy felt there was. She
feels that a lot of people try
to ‘glamourise’ the publishing
industry, especially editorial,
without actually realising
how high-pressure and
underpaid the job is. From
this experience at SAGE,
Mandy learnt that publishing
still has a long way to go in

terms of diversity, across all
groups. Her experience of
the industry has taught her
to persevere in her mission
to make the industry more
inclusive. Because of this
knowledge and other learnt
skills, Mandy feels that
the experience was very
valuable. She admits that
all work experiences and
internships are valuable, no
matter how good they are in
hindsight. This experience
has provided her with firsthand insight into what
the publishing industry is
actually like, especially since
it is so often labelled one of
the most difficult industries
to break into.

During her internship, Mandy
was promoted to Digital
Content Assistant – a role
in which she ensures that
the online websites that
accompany SAGE books
are created in time for the
book’s publication. Since this
promotion, Mandy tells how
she has thoroughly enjoyed
this role and is still curious
about the editorial process
of books.

A special thanks to Mandy for
speaking with us regarding
her experience at SAGE
Publishing and her new
role as a Digital Content
Assistant. Her success only
further proves that it is
possible to break into the
industry, achieve a valuable
and worthwhile internship
and even secure a job off the
back of it.

Mandy also told us how she
became interested in working
in the publishing industry as
she spent time, like many
young people, weighing out
her career options and had
always been intrigued by
the mystique of publishing
and its notorious reputation
of being a difficult industry
to get into. She was also
demystified by the industry’s
stereotype as one that is
very white and middle-class,
something that she admits
is very much still true.
Therefore, Mandy applied
to the SAGE internship for
the BAME application in
the hopes of breaking the
industry stereotypes.
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Job Opportunities

Product Support
Administrator –
Cambridge University
Press
Closing Date: 1 September
Salary: £20,360–£26,468

By A imee Whittle and Jennifer
Hill

loves to interact with others,
is able to work efficiently and
who is computer literate.

Editorial Assistant
(F1000) – Taylor and
Francis

If you have a passion for
academics then apply here.

Closing Date: 13 September
Salary: £25,800
Location: London
F1000, part of Taylor and
Francis, are looking for an
Editorial Assistant to help
work across their publishing
platforms.
Tasks include supporting
authors with the peer
review process, responding
to enquiries, looking for
reviewers, liaising with
researchers and the team
and managing the peer
review reports.
The candidate must have
a background in science,
technology, engineering
or mathematics. They will
also be enthusiastic, able to
prioritise, have a good eye
for detail, be organised, have
excellent communicative
and English skills and should
have the ability to multitask.
Taylor and Francis are
looking for an adaptable and
proactive team player who

Editorial Assistant
(Special Interest) –
Bloomsbury Publishing
Closing Date: 31 August

a variety of tasks. You must
have a passion for books,
and some office experience
would be advantageous.
For more information,
click here.

Production and
Editorial Assistant –
University of Wales
Press

Salary: £23,000

Closing Date: 7 September

Location: London but flexible
working is available

Salary: £18,000+

Bloomsbury is looking for
an Editorial Assistant to
assist the Special Interest
Team with books across
subject areas such as history,
politics, sports, religion and
more.

Location: Cardiff
The University of Wales Press
are seeking a Production and
Editorial Assistant!

You will be helping to arrange
meetings, run reports,
update Biblio and liaise with
editors. You will also be
assisting with managing the
diary and the interim stage
P&L (profit and loss) process,
taking minutes, scheduling
reminders and helping
with relevant materials and
proposals. You will also be
assisting with other editorial
and admin tasks.

The candidate will be helping
the department by ensuring
products are delivered on
time, within budget and
up to standard. You will be
working closely with different
departments across the
press on other tasks and
working with the Production
Manager on the production
of print, electronic books
and journals. You will
also be assisting with the
handovers of scripts through
to the delivery of stock to
distributors.

The ideal candidate will need
exceptional organisational
skills, a good eye for detail
and should be able to handle

The candidate must be selfmotivated, have excellent
interpersonal skills, have a
great eye for detail, have the
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ability to problem solve and
be able to work using their
own initiative.

Publishing Assistant
Apprentice –
Kingfisher Media

To apply, click here.

Closing Date: 3 September

Design Assistant –
The History Press

Salary: £13,000

Closing Date: 31 August
Salary: £19,000 pro rata,
part time
Location: Cheltenham but
remote working available
The History Press are looking
for a Design Assistant to
support the creative team!
You will be briefing
freelancers, undertaking
basic typesetting and
design, updating new
edition files and performing
general studio tasks. The
job involves working with
design, editorial, sales
and marketing, as well as
preparing files for print,
checking proof material and
much more.
The ideal candidate will have
excellent organisational
skills, an enthusiastic
approach to tasks, strong
communication skills and the
ability to work independently.
For more information and to
apply, click here.

Location: Cambridge/
Coventry

Location: Whitley Bay, Tyne
and Wear
Kingfisher Media are looking
for a Publishing Assistant
Apprentice to help across
a range of publishing
administrative duties!
You will be dealing with
advertising copy, sending
out advert artwork proofs
to clients and managing the
sign-off process, publishing
content to the website,
mailing published books out
to their existing client base
and much more.
The ideal candidate will
have a working knowledge of
Microsoft Office & Excel, be
organised and confident, as
well as being professional,
punctual, reliable, flexible
and able to work well within
a team.
For more information and to
apply, click here.

Oxford Cambridge and RSA
Examinations are looking
for a new Product Support
Administrator!
The candidate will be helping
the commissioning team with
providing support on the
OCR’s assessment products.
You’ll be managing the
process which will include
coordinating, contracting,
dealing with payments,
sourcing external reviewers,
confirming endorsement
with publishers and working
with internal subject experts
as well as educational
publishers. You may also be
involved in market research,
invoicing, managing
inboxes, coordinating
events and assisting with
the development of support
resources. The role will
also include a variety of
administrative tasks.
You must have experience of
using bespoke IT systems,
be confident in working with
both internal and external
colleagues and customers
and have great written and
oral communication skills.
You will also be able to
prioritise, multitask and take
on new tasks.
Apply here.
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Small Press Day 2021:
Connecting Through
Grassroots Comics

wider community was
given the task of drawing
attention to small press
titles they deemed worthy
of recognition by using the
hashtag #SPDRecommends.

By Mara R adut, Megan C ooke & Millie K iel

Every summer, the
UK and Ireland
celebrate Small
Press Day (SPD) – an
initiative that focuses
on self-publishing,
DIY culture and
micropublishing. It
is mostly centred on
self-published comics
and magazines –
coinciding with World
Comic Book day –
and aims to celebrate
up-and-coming
creative artists
based in the UK and
Ireland. According
to the Small Press
Day website, SPD
is “designed as an
event that requires
minimal organisation
for everyone involved
but will ultimately
be hugely rewarding
for shops, creators
and the small press
community.”
How Does it Work?
SPD is a chance for
sellers, activists, creators
and readers to connect
and discover the newest
additions to the universe
of comics. By dedicating a
whole day to self-published

comics and asking sellers
to reserve a small space in
their store in which to stage
the event, SPD hopes to
gather like-minded people to
celebrate comics across the
UK, Ireland and beyond.

plan on participating may
submit an event through the
SPD website, which will be
supported and promoted on
SPD’s social media channels.

Speaking to David Ziggy
Greene, 1/3 of the organisers
team, SPD also aims to
function as an aid for
creators who are starting
out and are unsure of the
steps they need to take
further after making their
own publications. This
can manifest in the form
of contacting retailers, to
then garner attention and
readership. “At the same
time,” according to Greene,
“[SDP] was started to
give retailers an excuse to
show their customers new
creators.” One of the goals
of SPD’s small team, made
up of Greene, Andy Oliver
and Amneet Johal, is to act
“as a promotional tool for the
day,” meaning it acts as a
backdrop to in-store events
arranged by retailers with
the purpose of networking.
The idea is that SPD remains
a backdrop and not an
organiser of each event,
as the end objective lies in
building people’s confidence
in networking. Sellers who

On 14 August this year, the
event was held online for the
second time in a row in light
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
In collaboration with
Alternative Press and Broken
Frontier, SPD urged people
to engage with the event in
a multitude of ways. Shops
were asked to show off their
small press sections along
with purchase links by using
the hashtag #SDPShopLocal,
to encourage people to
buy locally. Artists were
incentivised to post four
pages of their small press
comic, with the hashtag
#SDPBFReview, in return
for a review from Broken
Frontier’s Editor-in-Chief,
Andy Oliver. Lastly, the
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SDP 2021

Despite being an online
event for the last two years,
SDP saw an unexpected
triumph in the form of
community expansion and
becoming more international.
It defied expectations by
accomplishing everything
it had set out to do and
more – creating a special
day and a hub for readers
of comics, as well as
connecting people from all
over the world. Packed with
hashtags coming in from
sellers, creators, and buyers,
SDP’s Twitter page displays
the vibrant scene of this
year’s edition of the event. It
is always so heart-warming
to see a community coming
together to support small
presses and enterprises.
Even in such trying times,
there is still hope that human
connection is one of the most
precious things we have,
along with our love for art.
Initiatives like Small Press
Day are so crucial to
independent publishers and
creators – especially in the
wake of COVID-19. With sales
down because of closed

shops, any way
to encourage
readers to
engage with
books and art
is key. It is
also this kind
of engagement
that helped us
all get through
the tough
year we’ve
had, whether
we’re a reader,
writer or
illustrator. This
will always
be one of the
core strengths
of independent presses.
The smaller size helps to
create a greater sense of
intimacy between the reader
and the publisher and as a
result there’s often a sort of
reciprocal loyalty. Through
supporting an event such as
Small Press Day, people are
able to help small presses
support them, with comics
and books to read during
difficult times (who else
read a LOT more than usual
during the lockdowns?!).
This reciprocal loyalty is
so apparent in the sheer
number of tweets that rolled
in on Small Press Day. The
level of engagement despite
being kept apart by the everpresent COVID-19 pandemic
just goes to show how
important this relationship is
to so many people.

You can find more info
about the event on
their website .
Until the 2022
edition!

We cannot wait to see what
the future holds for Small
Press Day. Hopefully a return
to the bricks and mortar
shops that play an important
part of the publishing and
comic book world.
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with Dr Mya-Rose Craig’s
passion for ornithology in her
activism.

We Have a Dream: Changing
the Climate Conversation
By Georgia Rees and Caitlin Davies

Following the release of the
IPCC Report earlier this
month, which warned of a
Code Red for humanity, it
is more important now than
ever, to amplify the voices
of those directly affected by
climate change. Magic Cat
Publishing prides itself on
creating beautiful books to
inspire today’s children to
care for the world and for
each other. One of those
books, published on 5 August
2021, is We Have a Dream by
Dr Mya-Rose Craig.
We Have a Dream aims
to share and uplift the
voices of the Indigenous
and People of Colour that
are often excluded from

the conversation, yet are
disproportionately affected
by climate change. This
couldn’t be more clear from
its social media campaign,
which primarily focused on
introducing the stories of
the contributors. Magic Cat
Publishing shared animated
posts of these contributors
over the course of five
days coinciding with the
publishing date, amplifying
why understanding a
variety of perspectives is so
important in tackling climate
change. One example was
Vanessa Nakate’s story, a
Ugandan climate activist who
has faced discrimination in
her line of work. In 2020, the
Associated Press cropped
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Nakate out of an image with
other white activists at the
World Economic Forum,
sparking an important debate
about racism in the media.
Alongside the Instagram
campaign, readers could also
access an excerpt from the
book on Bustle, offering a
further introduction to some
of the inspiring stories at the
heart of We Have a Dream.

The #DreamForChange
hashtag was also included,
not only to expand reach,
but to also generate a vital
discussion needed about
climate change. What is
immediately noticeable
about this campaign is its
optimism and determination
to inspire a wide readership
of all generations. The
climate crisis can naturally
create feelings of pessimism
and anxiety when discussed
in the media. Yet before even
opening the book, this social
media campaign highlights
the extraordinary efforts of
the young people behind We
Have A Dream, efforts that
are immensely inspiring.
Readers were also
encouraged to “join the
share a dream bucket list
challenge”. Instagram users
were asked to share “a dream
for climate justice”, “a dream
for a healthy planet” and “a
dream for a fairer world for
all”. Bucket list challenges
have become increasingly
popular in the Bookstagram
community, where readers

use these fun templates
to share their reading
habits and favourite reads
with others. This bucket
list challenge combines
this popular social media
trend, whilst promoting
the urgent need for a
climate crisis discussion.
Through the challenge,
readers could share their
concerns for the environment
with their followers and
suggest solutions such as
“protect indigenous land”
and “environment over
economy”.
A key question for all
publishers is how to get
the book in front of as
many people as possible.
The marketing around We
Have a Dream successfully
does this by engaging with
readers through book festival
appearances. The British
Library and The Edinburgh
International Book Festival
will be hosting Dr Mya-Rose
Craig for virtual events this
summer, taking advantage
of the fact that the target
audience – young people –
are very digitally engaged.
The Edinburgh Festival in
particular is world renowned,
and virtual Q&As with the

author are a fantastic way to
reach a global audience of
aspiring activists. Alongside
Dr Craig, The British Library
also hosts the illustrator,
Sabrena Khadija, and a
selection of campaigners
featured in the book.
Introducing the subject of
the book to the audience is
an effective strategy that
allows viewers to glimpse
an insight into the lives
and thoughts of the people
directly involved with issues
raised in the book, as well as
elevating the key voices of
both Indigenous people and
People of Colour within the
climate conversation.
You can catch Dr Mya-Rose
at the Children’s Literature
Festival in Bath on Saturday
25 August and online at The
British Library on Thursday
16 September. Like-minded
books with equally impactful
marketing campaigns
include: All We Can Save by
Ayana Elizabeth Johnson
and Katharine K. Wilkinson,
Consumed: The Need For
Collective Change by Aja
Barber and Who Cares Wins:
How to Protect the Planet
You Love by Lily Cole.

On publication day,
Waterstones featured
We Have a Dream across
its Instagram page. The
promotional Instagram story
highlighted the beautiful
artwork created by illustrator
Sabrena Khadija, along
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The East Anglian Book Awards
By Hannah Davenport and
Caitlin Evans

When UNESCO named
Norwich a “City of
Literature”, the title spoke
to the centuries-long history
of words and ideas flowing
through the heart of the
East of England. Literary
education, academia, culture
and entertainment have been
at the forefront of the region
and so continue to encourage
contemporary writers in
their authorly endeavours.
For such a thriving literary
hub to have a regional book
prize seems only natural
and this position is filled
by the East Anglian Book
Awards. The East Anglian
Book Awards have been
running for fourteen years,
to celebrate the writing of
East Anglia, which the award
defines as the following areas
of Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex
and the Fenland District.
The award is a collaboration
between leading East
Anglian organisations and
companies, such as Eastern
Daily Press, the Jarrold
Group, the National Centre
for Writing and the Arts and
Humanities department of
the University of East Anglia.

Winners of the prize have
long noted the practical
power behind receiving
recognition from these
regional awards. In her The
Guardian article about her
writing career, previous
winner Sarah Perry describes
her 2014 East Anglian
Book Award as the uplifting
catalyst she needed to propel
her passion into a career.

“It conferred the
sense of legitimacy
that I’d never quite
been able to summon
up: a group of writers
had admired my work,
and they wanted
me to write more.” Sarah Perry
Perry writes that being
handed the trophy in Norwich
for her debut novel, After Me
Comes the Flood, brought a
sense of ease from her backand-forth mental debate of
pursuing a different and,
more importantly, higher
paying career path. The
prize money also enabled a
better writing environment
as it allowed her to purchase
a more suitable laptop,
upon which she began her
second novel and still uses
for her writing to this day.
Her second novel, The Essex
Serpent, gave back to the
East Anglian Prize with its
location-specific content
and representation. Perry’s
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case is an inspiring one
which proves the necessity
of regional writing prizes
which encourage lesserknown writers to produce
future works of literary
merit. She describes how
the award gifted her with a
feeling of being “free to

choose what I write,
when I write it, and
for whom,” and that this

writing will be acknowledged,
heard and important.
The East Anglian Book
Award’s six prize categories
span everything from poetry
to children’s literature and
there is a judge for each one.
The fiction category will be
judged by Kate Weston, a
lecturer at the University
of East Anglia. Nathan
Hamilton is the Co-founder

and Managing Director/Editor
of The Publishing Project at
the University of East Anglia.
As the editor of a number
of poetry anthologies,
collections and books, he
is well placed as the Poetry
judge. The History and
Tradition Category will be
judged by Pete Goodrum who
is a writer and broadcaster
who has also written several
books on local history. Dr
Hilary Emmet is an associate
professor in American
studies at the University
of East Anglia. She will be
judging the Biography and
Memoir entries. Richard
Delahaye, also from the
University of East Anglia,
will be judging the General
Non-Fiction category. The
Children’s category is the
only category which will
have two judges overseeing
entries. Simon Jones, who
works with the National
Centre for Writing, will be
assisted by his 8-year-old
son.
Entries for the awards are
now closed and the judges
are in the process of drawing
up their shortlists for each
category. The shortlists will
be announced in the Eastern
Daily Press, Evening News,
East Anglian Daily Times
and online. An entrant from
each of the six shortlists
will then be chosen as the
category winner. Of the six
category winners, one will be

chosen to receive the East
Anglian Book of the Year
Award. The overall winner
will receive £1000 courtesy
of the PACCAR Foundation.
There will also be a Lifetime
Achievement Award in local
publishing as well as a Book
by the Cover design award
which are both supported by
East Anglian Writers. In order
to qualify for entry, books
must either be set largely
in East Anglia, or must be
written by an author living
in the region. The winning
entries are sure to represent
the breadth of writing talent
in East Anglia. The category
winners are expected to be
announced around the end of
October.
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Upcoming Publishing Events
By Michaela O’Callaghan,
Rosie Burgoyne, Erin Evett and
Sabeehah Saleq

An Evening with Dan
Jones at Waterstones
Piccadilly
1 September, 7:00 p.m.
As physical events become
more of a reality, it is exciting
to see Waterstones live
author events and book clubs
appearing again! This event
at Waterstones Piccadilly
features Dan Jones as he
discusses his new book
Powers and Thrones. Dan
Jones is the bestselling
author of The Templars and
he will be interviewed by Paul
Lay, editor of History Today.
General admission is £8 and
tickets are available here.

Gender Balance and
Pay Transparency: in
Publishing and Beyond
2 September
This virtual day of events has
been organised by Hachette
UK’s Gender Balance
Network. The morning
panel is entitled “What does
gender balance look like?,”
is chaired by literary agent
Nelle Andrew and includes
panellists such as Hannah
Trevarthen, events and
partnerships manager at
English PEN.

The second panel explores
gender balance issues in
relation to the publishing
industry. This is guaranteed
to be an interesting event
with panellists such
as Hamza Jahanzeb,
known for advocating
#BookJobTransparency,
Suzanne Collier, founder
of bookcareers.com,
Ella Horne, founder of
The FLIP (a newsletter
championing Female
Leadership in Publishing)
and Saskia Bewley, Head of
Diversity and Inclusion at
Hachette UK.
The final event is led by
Aki Schilz, director of the
Literacy Consultancy,
and explores “How are
conversations on pay
transparency progressing
following ever-increasing
attention on this issue in
the publishing industry?”
All tickets are available for
free but a £5 donation is
suggested to go towards the
Equal Pay Advice Service by
The Fawcett Society.
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Opening the Book:
Working in Publicity
6 September, 1:00–2:00
p.m.
Another brilliant virtual
event from Hachette UK’s
series. This event is all about
publicity so, if you want to
know what the publicity
department does on a daily
basis and how industry
professionals started their
careers, this one is for you!
This includes a live Q & A
section. Sign up here.

North Notts Lit Fest
12–19 September
The North Notts Lit Fest is
back with a mixture of local
physical and online events!
This fun festival includes a
mixture of online talks and
workshops, a first chapters
trail around Worksop and
Retford and plenty of book
clubs and podcasts to get
you in the bookish mindset.
Find out more about this
festival here.

Mo Gilligan: Exclusive
Live Book Launch
2 September, 7.30 p.m.
Get ready for this exciting
opportunity to join your
favourite stand-up comedian
Mo Gilligan, as he returns to
Peckham to celebrate the
release of his new memoir
That Moment When. This
is sure to be a fun and
exciting evening where you
will have the chance to hear
Mo reflect on the events
that led him to where he is
today. Not to mention, you’ll
get to put forward your own
questions to the social media
sensation! Don’t miss out,
get tickets here.

Black Joy Live: A
Celebration of Being
Black and British
2 September, 7.30 p.m.
You won’t want to miss out
on this wonderful event
which marks the release
of Black Joy, an anthology
edited by the brilliant Charlie
Brinkhurst-Cuff and Timi
Sotire. The anthology offers
insightful and nuanced
perspectives of race and
identity for the Black
British community, drawing
on themes such as love,
friendship, food, dance,
music, carnival, nature and
literature. The event will
celebrate this all-important
anthology and its talented

contributors, who will discuss
themes such as community
empowerment and reflect
on what provides happiness
in their lives. As if this
event didn’t already sound
amazing, it will also include
a short film screening as well
as an opportunity for you to
put forward your questions to
the panel. Oh, and you’ll also
get to buy a reduced copy
of Black Joy as part of your
ticket! Get tickets here.

Bath Literary Festival
June–November
Bath Literary Festival is back!
From September, Topping
& Company Booksellers are
hosting a range of fantastic
events and evenings with
renowned authors. Events
include an evening with
the author of the incredible
Birdsong, Sebastian Faulks,
who will be discussing his
new novel and writing career

on 5 September. If crime
is more to your taste, the
brilliant Simon Scarrow will
be sharing his thoughts on
writing crime and historical
fiction on 13 September,
while launching his new
series, Blackout. But if you
can’t make it to Bath itself,
a virtual evening is planned
on 2 September with Pat
Barker, winner of the Booker
Prize and author of the
bestselling The Silence of
the Girls, who is going to be
discussing her new book, The
Women of Troy. Other events
include Honey & Co: Chasing
Smoke, Live In-person: Jenny
Packham discussing How
to Make a Dress and Joe
Abercrombie’s Book Launch
of The Wisdom of Crowds,
with a mix of virtual and inperson events, so there really
is something for everyone,
everywhere.
For more events, information
and prices, click here.
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Not To Be Overlooked
By Emily Simms and Shridula
Singh
Not To Be Overlooked
introduces a variety of
wonderful but lesser-known
books to assist readers
in finding their next great
reads. This week’s column
covers a review of the novel,

Panenka by Rónán Hession
and A Beginner’s Guide to
Japan: Observations and
Provocations by Pico Iyer.

Panenka by Rónán
Hession
Review by Emily
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After becoming
enamoured with
Rónán Hession’s
writing through
reading Leonard
and Hungry Paul –
which if you have
not read already,
stop reading
this and order
directly through
Bluemoose
Books – Panenka
compliments it
beautifully. In the
standalone novel,
Panenka is a fiftyyear-old retired
footballer who
lives with mistakes
which he cannot
seem to shake
off or forgive
himself for. In
the mirror, all he
sees is his failure:
his failure to be a

great footballer, his failure
as parent and husband. But
his commitment to making
amends is what truly defines
him as a good man.
Although Panenka is centred
around the titular character,
it is the ensemble that
fleshes out the novel. There
is Arthur, Panenka’s sweet
and no-nonsense grandson,
Marie-Thérèse, his ambitious
and exhausted daughter,
as well as Esther, the kind
hairdresser, who he has no
choice but to adore, and
a whole number of people
who all have a place in his
jigsaw of a life. None of
these characters feel like
paid extras to move the story
along, as you are invited to
see why Marie-Thérèse is
having a hard time at work,
or the thought process
as to why her ex-husband
Vincent wants to win her
back. Rather than reading
as disjointed, Hession glides
from one character to the
next, always leaving you
wanting more as the narrative
effortlessly rolls along like
the formation of a sentence.

This novel could genuinely
be read by anyone, as it
centres on normal people,
with everyday anxieties
and messy relationships.
For those of us that love
to highlight particularly
meaningful quotes, you
will need a highlighter on
standby as Hession is able
to formulate notions we
can sometimes find hard to
express. For me, it was the
perfect commute novel, as
the short chapters meant
that I could pick up as easily
as I left off, and the calm and
ease of the writing allowed
me to escape the rushed
feeling of the morning.
Savour this novel, because
when you inevitably get to
the final pages, you will feel a
loss for the world of Panenka.

A Beginner’s Guide to
Japan: Observations
and Provocations by
Pico Iyer
Review by Shridula
The acclaimed writer of
The Art of Stillness, and
one of the most celebrated
travel writers known for
his eccentric writing, Pico
Iyer, presents us with a
contemporary look at Japan
and its culture. The book
takes you on a journey to
Japan through Iyer’s eyes
which is an exceptional point
of view because, after living

there for thirty-two
years, he has seen it
all. In A Beginner’s
Guide, he shares both
his favourite things
about the lovely and
unique Japan, as well
as his frustrations
with it.
The style of the book
is very irregular: the
paragraph blurb
format for most of the
book is only broken
up by more extended
anecdotes every few
sections and is written
in a very poetic
manner.
Japan is so
fascinating, so
different. Iyer shares
his conversation,
reflection and readings about
the country in a very playful
yet profound manner:
The people around you on
a Japanese train are often
strikingly poker-faced and
self-erasing. Yet the cartoon
figures in the books they’re
carrying have bulging eyes
and sport blaring colours,
their ejaculations delivered
in block capitals rife with
exclamation points, the
equivalent of “POW!” and
“ZAP!!!” and “WOW!”
He recounts his journey from
a meditation hall to a love
hotel, from the west point to
the Kyoto station, and how

different the stations are
in Japan, but also picks up
important topics like equality
between men and women
in the country and how one
should be dressed for certain
occasions. His reflection
on raising his children in a
Japanese culture compared
to his growing up gives you
an eye-opening outlook on
how vastly different British
culture is.
Overall, it’s a remarkable
book. It takes you on a tour
of Japan, but you will be
surfing the internet for the
next hour trying to gain
information on how to plan
your trip to Japan.
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Non-Fiction Books
That Taught Us
Something New

life and, like all his stories,
does not lack imagination
or entertainment. Simply
reading King’s prose will
motivate you to put your
writing cap on and get some
work done!

 Short History of
A
Nearly Everything by
Bill Bryson

By Sarah Lundy, Lucy L illystone, K elly Stone, Ellie Brady, A my
Wright and A na Matute
Whether you’re heading
back to the classroom
or coming back from
a summer holiday,
September is the perfect
time to learn something
new. Explore these
fascinating and informative
non-fiction books to give
your brain a boost!

You want to make a good
impression and are feeling
confident as you grab the
handle of the front door and
push – but it’s a pull door!
A moment of frustration and
embarrassment ensues.
There are so many little
experiences like this that
alter the way you interact
with the world around you.
The Design of Everyday
Things examines the way
humans interact with their
physical surroundings
and good (or bad!) design
choices. It is a fascinating
read that will change
the way you think about
conveniences that are built
into objects and techno
logy, from the placement
of the handle on a tea kettle
to the buttons on your smart
device.

 he Bodyby Bill
T
Bryson
 he Design of
T
Everyday Things by
Don Norman
Picture this: you’re
approaching a new building
for the first time. Maybe
it’s your first class at a
new school or your first
day of work at the office.

If you’re looking to learn
something with a fun and
witty guide, picking up a Bill
Bryson book is always the
best way to go. His latest
offering will be the best
biology lesson you ever get.
The Body is a wonderfully
funny but incredibly
informative guide to the
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human body, a contraption
that we don’t understand
as well as we think we do,
despite living with them for
our whole lives. It’s the kind
of book that will have you
annoying your friends and
family with interruptions
of “Did you know…?” and
“Can you believe…?” This
book is perfect to get your
brain back in the classroom,
with fascinating chapters
exploring everything from our
heads to our toes.

 n Writing: A Memoir
O
of the Craft by
Stephen King
Part memoir, part
masterclass by one of the
bestselling authors of all
time, Stephen King’s O n
Writing: A Memoir of the
Craft is one of the most
inspiring books about writing
I’ve ever read. Talking about
the skill of writing in a frank
but practical way, this is the
perfect book for students
writing an essay or writers
with dreams of being the
next King of Horror. It is the
perfect guide for anyone
looking to hone their skills on
writing. And even if you never
intend to write, the memoir
is a wonderful take on King’s

Bill Bryson’s gift to nonfiction science writing
is his ability to distil
deeply complex, mindblowing information into
something comprehensible
for youngsters and adults
alike. He does this with
style, hilarity and a human
realness that perfectly
communicates the wonder of
what he is telling you. In this
instance, he tells us about
the Big Bang, the size of our
universe, human evolution,
modern scientific knowledge
of our planet, its climate and
how it may all end, all told
with a nod to the scientists
who brought this information
to us in the first place. I
learned so much from this
book without even trying.
It’s a modern scientific and
literary masterpiece.

As Allende said, “Writing
is a long process of
introspection; it is a voyage
toward the darkest caverns of
consciousness, a long, slow
meditation”. To me, it’s the
perfect book for when you
need a story about life and all
the things we can’t control.
It’s a book to find new hope
in daily life.

realistic guidance with her
own hilarious stories. The
book’s ultimate lesson is that
there is no right way of doing
things and learning from your
unique mistakes is the best
way to survive adulthood.

 ow to Be a Grown Up
H
by Daisy Buchanan
 ow to Be a Grown Up
H
by Daisy Buchanan will
teach you many things, but
how to be a grown-up is
perhaps not one of them.
This inspirational memoir
provides lessons on how
to navigate life when you
feel daunted by adulthood.
Buchanan is the perfect
agony aunt; she provides
useful advice on jobs,
friendships, relationships
and more, all the while
providing assurance that
you’re not doing anything
wrong. The memoir is
honest and supportive, and
Buchanan combines her

Paulaby Isabel
Allende
In 1991, Allende flew to
Spain to see her daughter,
who was ill with porphyria.
What started as a letter to
Paula finished as a way that
Allende could live her own
grief through her writing. It’s
a slow read, a miscellaneous
work combining multiple
styles, that follows Allende’s
life and Paula’s illness.
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Metadata Upskilling Tips
Online Courses
• Learning Metadata for
Book Publishing: This helps
with understanding the
different classifications,
ebook metadata and
how to increase a book’s
discoverability via search
engine optimisation
(SEO) and marketing. If at
university, you may have a
free subscription to LinkedIn
Learning; otherwise, you
can get a month of free
trial on premium.

By A melia Bashford, Misha
Manani and Rowan Groat
Metadata in publishing
– fiction, non-fiction and
academic – is simply data
that describes a book. This
can include the title, subtitle,
price, keywords and other
relevant information that
readers can use to find
your book online. Every
department can be involved
in the process of creating
metadata for front and backlist titles, so it’s useful to
know what it means and
how to develop your
metadata skills.

• Metadata for Books:
A great introductory
course that highlights the
importance of metadata and
how to optimise its use to
increase book sales. Even
though this is primarily for
those looking to self-publish,
it can improve your ability
to leverage metadata to
increase a book’s digital
presence
• Metadata Primer: This will
be led by the Book Industry
Communications (BIC) on the
14 September 2021, which
covers the key aspects of
metadata and the supply
chain process. Although the
course is paid, it is great for
any department because
working with metadata
is a transferable skill in
publishing.
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In Conversation with
Eleanor Marie Rose
Eleanor Marie Rose works at
Bloomsbury as a Production
Assistant. She has been in
the industry for a couple
of years, and she loves it!
Eleanor also has a YouTube
channel where she creates
publishing-focused content.

Which departments
work with metadata
and how?
Every department works with
metadata. If you don’t, you’re
either doing something wrong
or using it without realising!
When I was first taught about
metadata, I thought, “oh no,
codes and stuff,” but it’s not
all about that. Metadata is
data about data.
The production department
uses metadata to send files
to typesetters and printers.
We also use it for costings –
the metadata that tells you
the transaction processing
system (TPS) and extent
of a book will allow you to
prepare accurate profit and
loss (P&L) reports. Sales will
use SEO and keywords to

optimise their book on search
engines. Marketing and
publicity will use it to post
on social media and create
press releases. The list goes
on! Most departments will
need to know the ISBN, TPS,
binding, etc.

Which metadata
database do
publishers use?
A common content
management system in
publishing is Biblio. It stores
everything you need to know
about a book – the date
it’s published, the printer
used, who the editor is, what
contracts there are…

How is metadata
different for academic
and trade publishing?
I work in academic publishing
and the key difference that
I have noticed is the actual
metadata content itself.
For example, metadata for
the price of a book – in
academic publishing, books
are priced a lot higher,
whereas trade books tend to
be cheaper. The metadata
about authors in academic
publishing often have
multiple authors, editors or
contributors and trade books
typically have one author.

Other Resources

What are the dos and
don’ts for optimising
the use of metadata?
Do
The more information you
can input about a book, the
merrier! However irrelevant
you think it is, DO IT! It will
help everyone.
Tell someone if you have
made changes.
Check regularly to make sure
it is accurate.

Don’t
Notice a mistake and just
ignore it. Change it on the
system or get someone else
to. Keep it up to date!
Worry if you’re confused.
It will be fine once you
understand the basics!
Forget to save your work.

What tips would
you offer those who
want to develop their
metadata skills?

BIC Bites Metadata: This
document establishes the
essentials of metadata, the
methods of communicating
with book retailers and
traders, and how to choose
the keywords to improve
the chances of a book being
found online.
An Introduction to ONIX for
Books: Another resource by
BIC that demonstrates the
significance of this metadata
software and how to use it.
There are also links to more
web pages to understand the
abbreviations and enhance
your knowledge.
Metadata Checklist and
Brainstorming Sheet: This
details the fundamental
elements of a book’s
metadata you should
consider because customers
can only order a book if
they can find it online. The
diagram sheets also display
the types of keywords you
should include for fiction and
non-fiction books.
Thanks for reading Metadata
Upskilling Tips. Join us
again for Issue 31, where
we will be upskilling for
communications roles!

Watch this video about
BISAC codes and keep
up to date with any digital
content here. And don’t
forget, you can always
email me with questions at
eleanormarierose@gmail.
com.
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The Age of Streaming
By Mathilde Sire and A nnie Jay

Big Little Lies, Bridgerton,
The Queen’s Gambit, Game
of Thrones… Unless you
have been living under a
rock for the last five years,
you will have heard of at
least one of these incredibly
popular TV series. What you
might have missed is that
they are all adaptations of
book series. While some
of them were already wellknown in the reading world,
most of these books have
received a huge boost in
sales since the release of
their TV shows on different
streaming platforms. Giants
of streaming like Netflix,
Hulu and Amazon Prime
Video, influence the
publishing industry in more
than one way.

Streaming Platforms’
Impact on Book Sales
Having your book adapted
into a TV series can have a
lot of advantages, especially
for sales and market
awareness. For example,
the sales of Julia Quinn’s
Bridgerton series and
particularly volume one,

The Duke and I, have skyrocketed since its release on
Netflix at the end of 2020.
Quinn’s editor, Lyssa Keush,
told People, “These books
have been beloved since
their original publication,
and we expected there
would be renewed interest
in them, but I don’t think
anyone anticipated this
level of response.” At the
time of its release in 2000,
The Duke and I spent three
weeks on the New York
Times Extended Bestseller
list. Twenty-one years later,
it was number one for four
consecutive weeks. This
phenomenon is explained
partly by the number of
Netflix subscribers: 207.64
million as of the first
quarter of 2021. Such a
worldwide audience is the
dream of all authors and
editors. Although streaming
platforms do not limit
themselves to TV series
adaptations, there is a clear
trend as films do not allow as
much character development
and exploration as series do.
There is a steep decline of
literary adaptations in films
since 2018.
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Netflix’s Influence on
Book Writing
Netflix, being one of the
biggest streaming platforms
worldwide, has managed to
be an important marketing
tool for publishing houses.
However, this is not a
coincidence – according
to The Bookseller, Netflix
is actively searching for
literary works that can
be turned into an original
series. Sagas are the main
priority and preferences due
to the nature of TV series.
Some of today’s authors
and publishers are also
trying to stick to guidelines
or a certain theme to call
the attention of streaming
platforms. The creative
executives of Netflix began
to understand, thanks to
Kelly Luegenbiehl, a Netflix
producer, that a book has
so many events, details and
characters to be described,
it would be difficult and sad
to reduce everything down
to one film; a TV series
would be more adequate.
Due to the success of
such adaptations, writing
sagas is a trend for both

“
authors and publishers.
Publishing houses, authors
and streaming platforms are
thriving and bouncing off
each other for content.

Disadvantages of
Streaming Platforms
Despite the accidental
marketing strategy that
works for publishers thanks
to these TV series, there
is also a disadvantage. Of
course, there are Netflix
subscribers who will decide
to buy the books after
watching the series; however,
there will also be subscribers
who will think “Why buy and
read the book when I can just
watch the series?” Maybe
the problem is not that
people can watch the screen
adaptation instead of reading
the book, but instead they
can easily stop watching a
show if they are not enjoying
it. The difference between

Publishing houses, authors
and streaming platforms are
thriving and bouncing off
eachother for content.”
a streaming platform and a
book is that to read a book,
you must buy it, whereas
when it comes to using a
streaming platform, you
have everything at the click
of your fingers for the same
monthly price. What does
this mean for the publishing
industry? Although there
are subscription platforms
for reading, such as Kindle
Unlimited, it is possible
that publishing houses will
have to look more into the
subscription market within
the near future. Every
situation has its ups and
downs: Netflix advertises
books due to its screen
adaptations, but at the same
time, it may push publishers
to further consider the wellknown subscription market.

Truly, the publishing industry
continues to be heavily
influenced by popular
streaming platforms. Though
it has a mostly positive
impact on marketing and
publicity departments, it
also seems to encourage
authors and publishers to
fit the Netflix mould and
therefore stifle creativity. It
is also unclear how much a
book being adapted into a
TV series encourages people
to read more. Rather, it
might steer the public away
from the original literature,
especially those who are
not keen readers. It may be
essential for publishers to
find new ways of profiting
from Netflix’s power so that it
benefits the entire publishing
industry and leaves creative
freedom for their authors.
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My International Shelf Series:
Women in Translation and
Spotlighting Argentinian Authors
By O isín Harris and L aura Hasson

Welcome back! It’s The
Publishing Post’s 30th
issue! This week we speak
with Oisín Harris and
his ‘international shelf’,
focusing on the love Oisín
has for women in translation,
particularly Argentinian
authors. Welcome Oisín!

Tell us a little about
yourself?
I’m an avid reader of literary
fiction, serious non-fiction,
and I’m very interested in
translated fiction. I review
literary books online and am
a librarian at the University
of Kent. Besides that, I’m
a co-editor and contributor
for The Publishing Post’s
Books in Translation
team and creators of the
Translator Spotlight series.
During my MA in publishing
at Kingston University,
I wrote my thesis on the
interrelated factors in the
lack of women in translation.
Argentinian fiction is too
often only represented by

Borges and Cesar Aira, both
great writers, but there’s
so many great women in
translation too! My work
has been published in the
2020 research eBook of
the Institute for Translation
and Interpreting, entitled
Translating Women: Activism
in Action, edited by Olga
Castro and Helen Vassallo.

to read, which is to browse
in libraries and bookshops,
picking up books that attract
you, reading only those,
dropping them when they
bore you, skipping the parts
that drag – and never, never
reading anything because
you feel you ought, or
because it is part of a trend
or a movement.”

Why Argentinian
fiction?

Nice to [virtually] meet you.
I’m excited to add to my
shelf, as I’ve not read any
books by Argentinian authors
before. Let’s explore your
shelf:

I find that Argentinian writing
has this really appealing
thin line between life and
death, normalcy and the
uncanny. The only other
book (non-Argentine) that
I really wanted to mention
is Svetlana Alexievich’s
Chernobyl Prayer, translated
by Anna Gunin and Arch Tait.

How do you pick a
book?
Serendipity mostly. Doris
Lessing’s advice always helps
me: “There is only one way
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Die, My Love by Ariana
Harwicz, translated
by Sarah Moses &
Carolina Orloff
Published by Charco Press
I came across this one
through being part of the
unofficial shadow panel of
judges for the International
Booker Prize as it was
longlisted in 2018. It’s on

my shelf as a reminder of
the poignancy and power
words can have when they
are written with gloves off.
Ostensibly, the book is about
a new mother freaking out
about her new status as
mother as she spends her
days isolated in a house in
the French countryside. But
the way this novella shatters
all pre-conceived notions
of motherhood and how a
mum might relate to her
child is pugilistic and so wild
and brutal. I think anyone
interested in how powerfully
emotive and visceral
language can be should
read it!

Thus Were Their Faces
by Silvina Ocampo,
Translated by Daniel
Balderston
Published by NYRB Classics
Too often overshadowed
by her husband Bioy
Casares and his best friend
Jorge Luis Borges, this
anthology displays Ocampo’s
tremendous writing power.
We are presented with
fantastic accounts of
beautiful seers who write
the autobiography of their
own death, to lapdogs who
record an old woman’s dying
dreams. I love this short
story collection for the ease
with which Ocampo switches
between humdrum middleclass life into dark, gothic
supernatural realms, and the
ways she demonstrates that
normalcy has only a very thin
veneer to it. The two stories
I most remember are one
about a young girl who locks
her mother in a room during

a birthday party and sets fire
to the house, and another
about a ranch hand who
meets a ghost.

Mouthful of Birds by
Samanta Schweblin,
Translated by Megan
McDowell
Published by Oneworld
Another short story
collection from an
Argentinian author famous
for her novella, Fever Dream.
This was another shadow
panel discovery for me.
Much like her predecessors
in Ocampo and Pizarnik,
Schweblin writes beautifully
and without any willingness
to reveal the magic behind
it. Her stories happen
fluidly, and they don’t give
up their ghosts or end in
clear-cut denouements.
The protagonists of these
stories must face uncertain
realities and confront really

challenging behaviours and
abnormalities. There are
stories about jilted brides,
mysterious empty everexpanding urban holes in the
ground, tales of daughters
who eat birds and Tony
Hancock-like art world tests
that seek out the most violent
and obscene art it can lay its
hands on. I loved the darkly
atmospheric creepiness
that permeates Schweblin’s
writing with her words almost
like ripples on the margins of
some dangerous submerged
whirlpool that as deadly as it
is, will suck you in.
Thanks Oisín for that insight;
Thus Were Their Faces is
going straight into my to-beread pile. Join us next week
when we explore another
international shelf.
Happy reading everyone!
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